
The following are transcriptions of the three English language captions on the wreck materials 
displayed in the museum in the Spanjola Fortress in Hvar, Croatia  together with photographs of the 
finds and of some of the plans of the wreck sites...

A: LASTOVO, Donji škoji

In the course of research of the sea bottom of the area of Donji škoji east of the island of Lastovo in 
1987, the archaeological team of the State Agency for the Protection of Cultural Heritage in Zagreb 
discovered a nearly intact site with the remains of an ancient trade vessel at a depth of approximately 
35m on the rocky sea bottom.

It consisted of some hundred Lamboglia 2 type amphorae (used for transporting oil), a ceramic ship altar,
and several smaller vessels that probably belonged to the ship's galley. Remains of the ship's wooden 
construction were not found (they probably completely rotted), while the lead stock of the ship's anchor 
was previously taken out by the divers.

According to the shape of the material, the goods were from central or southern Italy from around the 
2nd c. BC.

What makes this site so special in
comparison with other ones in the
Adriatic is that nearly all amphorae
stuck onto the rocky sea bottom which
represents a picturesque site.

This called for preserving the remains
in situ as an attractive destination for
the ever increasing number of tourist
divers.  Having searched the site and
completed the documents, the site
was covered by an iron net that
enabled close examination, but at the
same time protected from possible
damage. 

Unfortunately in 1995 and 1996 the
site was damaged by underwater plunderers. The stolen amporae were found and are displayed here.

The lead stock, parts of the ship's pump, a somewhat later pithos and ship's grindstone (from other 
sites) were added to the amphorae from Lastovo as to show the usual inventory of ancient shipwrecks 
from the 2nd and 1st cc BC in Dalmatia. 

B: PALAGRUŽA, Pupak reef

In the early 1970's, on the sea bottom of the shallow Pupak reef among the islands of Palagruža, local 
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divers discovered a pile of unusual amphorae at a depth of 18-35m - undoubtedly a testimony to a long-
ago shipwreck.

Shortly after, many beautiful and almost unknown amphorae found their place in private collections on 
Hvar, Vis and probably in Italy.

In 1987 and 1988, the State Agency for the Protection of Cultural Heritage for the Republic of Croatia 
carried out research of the remaining part of the shipwreck that proved to be one of the most exciting 
underwater sites in the east Adriatic dating from antiquity.

Archaeological remains spoke in favour of a Roman vessel from the 1st C AD of Hispanic (Spanish) origin 
which is a rare occurrence in the Adriatic sea bottom. The vessel was shipping amphorae of various sizes 
and functions: large ones for transporting processed fish from the coastal part of Spain, Catalan type 
amphorae for transporting oil (olive pits were found in one of them, wine amphorae from Catalonia (one
bearing the stamp HSPA = Hispania) and west Mediterranean type amphorae of unknown function. 
Apart from the amphorae, ceramic mortars for sauces were found, as well as large plates, most probably 
of south Italic origin. 
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The destination of these provisions and household goods could have been Salona (present day Solin, 
near Split, the then capital of the Roman province of Dalmatia) or some other port in the northern 
Adriatic: Ravenna or Aquilea.

Sailing from south Spain, along Catalonia, through the Tyrrhenian Sea to south Italy, through the Ionian 
Sea, the ship finally sailed into the Adriatic, but suffered an average [sic] [? catastrophe] near the reef at 
Palagruža, most probably because of being unfamiliar with the local sea bottom.

An ancient stock was added to the ceramic exhibits displayed here. The stock was discovered at a nearby
site on the sea bottom of Palagruza.     

C: HVAR Cape Izmetišće 

On a nice spring morning in the beginning of 2nd century AD, a merchant ship set sail on a long voyage 
to the west from Ephesus, a port in Asia Minor. It was a 30m long, 150-200 ton vessel completely full of 
bales of ceramic kitchen utensils, and with about 10 stone blocks.

Having rounded the Pelloponesus, it sailed into the Ionian Sea (Mare Ionium) and the Adriatic (Mare 
Adriaticum) towards its destinations, first the port of Salona, and after towards merchant centres in the 
north Adriatic; Ravenna and Aquilea.

Somewhere on its way to Issa (present day
Vis) and Salona the ship was caught in a
storm coming from the west. Trying to find
shelter in the Palmižana inlet in the
archipelago in front of Hvar, it hit Baba
rock, and definitely fell apart and sank
somewhat further, at Cape Izmetišće at a
depth of 16 - 36 metres.

This is a brief and rather free
reconstruction of the voyage of a Roman
merchant vessel that sank near Palmižana.

Remains of the shipwreck were discovered
by divers and sponge divers in the 1950's
and the site soon attracted plunderers. 

Archaeological research at the site was undertaken by the State Agency for the Protection of Cultural 
Heritage in Zagreb on several occasions between 1985 and 1990. On those occasions over 2500 ceramic 
objects were discovered as well as fragments of the ship's galley utensils and equipment. No remains fo 
the ship's construction were found and one lead anchor stock had supposedly been taken out long ago 
by local divers.

The wreck near Palmižana is a rare one of this kind in the Mediterranean, shipping solely kitchen utensils
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and tableware intended for sale. There were two types of tableware. The plates and bowls were more 
finely made and belong to the so-called Eastern B sigilata [sic] type, produced in the town of Tralles in 
Asia Minor between 75 and 150AD. Pots, deep bowls, pitchers, cups, pans and small table amphorae are 
less elaborate and belong to the so-called Eastern table ceramics.

The ship could hold around 50,000 objects in all, probably meant for a larger merchant centre in the 
Adriatic. Semi-dressed stone blocks and one greenish block of Aegean origin belonged to an order 
unknown to us.

Only a small part of the finds is displayed here.


